Segregation

Editorial

“And you know, there was a little girl in California who was a part of the second class to integrate her public schools, and she was bused to school every day. And that little girl was me.”

Harris, 2019

One of the most remarkable moments during the US Democratic primary election may have been the debate between Kamala Harris and Joe Biden when she confronted his position on busing in the 1970s with her own biography and thereby emphasized the importance of school desegregation for equal opportunities. Kamala Harris visited an ‘integrated’ elementary school in Berkeley and referred to a busing plan to desegregate local public schools that had been implemented two years before she was enrolled. The controversy quickly developed into a public debate not only on both candidates’ contributions to education policies and civil rights but also on the history of desegregation, and the effectiveness of integration measures in general. The eleventh issue of On_Education aims to contribute to this renewed public and academic interest in educational segregation by exploring definitions, forms and dynamics of school segregation over time and across contexts.

Segregation in education refers to a considerable overrepresentation of students characterized by (ascribed) characteristics such as social status, ethnicity/race, gender or (dis)ability. As a result, different groups are being educated in separate schools or classrooms. School segregation usually mirrors residential segregation but is likewise determined by the structure of the education system and parental choices. Structural characteristics such as early tracking in different school types, ability streaming within schools or private schooling reinforce segregation just like policies that foster school choice and school competition. However, privileged parents tend to get their children in high status schools no matter what organizational rules and educational policies are in place (Roda & Wells, 2012). Attempts to restrict certain forms of segregation, such as ability streaming, are likely to trigger other forms of segregation such as private schooling. In which ways policies unleash or constrain school segregation remains a controversial issue.

There are two main arguments against segregation. Firstly, segregation perpetuates educational inequalities by further disadvantaging already underprivileged students. In this view, school segregation undermines educational justice because students in segregated schools receive on average fewer resources compared to students in non-segregated schools or because segregated schools (by design) restrict or impede access to high-status occupations or tertiary education. Secondly, desegregation can be seen as a social value itself. In an increasingly fragmented society, integrated schools are important since education plays a crucial role in strengthening social cohesion. The concrete empirical relation, however, between school segregation on the one side, and educational inequality and social cohesion on the other side remains a subject of academic debate (e.g. Baysu & de Valk, 2012; Benito et al., 2014; Bonal & Bellei, 2018; Reardon, 2016). This also holds for the relevant political and ethical questions concerning the value or disvalue and (il-)legitimacy of certain forms of integration and segregation in different school systems and societal contexts (e.g. Anderson, 2010; Brighouse, 2007; Clayton et al., 2021; Merry, 2013, 2020; Swift, 2003).

In this issue of On Education we have invited scholars to reconsider fundamental questions about school segregation, such as: Why does segregation matter? What normative considerations are relevant when thinking about segregation? What are the effects of advanced school choice? How does segregation influence inter-ethnic friendships and social cohesion? What are recent trends with regard to the segregation of students with disabilities and newly arriving migrants? How should private schools be regulated? Adam Swift explores the normative arguments that must be taken into consideration when thinking about segregation. He compares consequentialist and non-consequentialist as well as parent-focused and child-focused perspectives on segregation. Michael S. Merry investigates the often hypocritical talk about school integration and explains why integration is not a proxy for educational justice. Faith in integration, he argues, is bad faith. Referring to recent developments in the US city of Detroit, Noliwe Rooks argues that segregation benefits the wealthy and criticizes the influence of private businesses on schools. Isabel Ramos Lobato shows how the abolition of school catchment areas selectively influenced school choice behavior and school competition in the German city of Mühlheim. Tamás Hajdu, Gábor Kertesi and Gábor
Kézdi analyze how higher or lower segregation relates to inter-ethnic friendships between Roma and non-Roma in Hungary. Based on his research in the Paris metropolitan area, Marco Oberti argues that school segregation invokes a feeling of being abandoned and deprived among working-class and immigrant families. Juliane Karakayalı and Tobias Buchner investigate the history of school segregation of first-generation migrants in Germany (Karakayalı) and of students with intellectual disabilities in Austria (Buchner). Finally, Rita Nikolai and Marcel Helbig review recent developments in private school expansion and suggest minimum requirements to private school regulation. With this broad spectrum of arguments, contexts, and disciplinary perspectives, we hope to rejuvenate discussions around school (de)segregation and its predicaments.
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1 Gábor Kézdi died on June 29 in Ann Arbor, Michigan after a long illness. We are grateful that he found the time and energy to contribute to this issue.